Frequently Asked Questions

Q. How much does full year competitive cheer cost?

A. Full-Year at Dynasty is comprised of 12 monthly payments of $159 beginning in May and ending in April. This totals $1908.00. It includes all fees associated with choreography, coaching, music, choreography camp and 1 weekly tumbling class. If you have multiple athletes in the program, please contact us for sibling pricing. There is a uniform fee of $575 payable in two payments (½ at fitting and ½ upon delivery) and an additional USASF athlete fee ($30), plus registration.

Q. How much are the uniform and shoes?

A. The uniform for full-year is $575. We will only be wearing Nfinity Evolution on the competition floor. The uniform fee consists of: uniform, shoes, makeup, two bows (practice and competition), two practice sets and a competition t-shirt. Unlike other gyms, our prices are NOT subject to change. New uniform orders will be placed in August, 6pm. Remember, that it takes about 2-months turn-around time. A parent or guardian must be present at fittings to sign for the order.

Q. What competitions will we attend?

A. We will pick competitions and exhibitions for each team is based on what fits their readiness and ability. This preliminary schedule will be announced mid-June and is subject to change at any time. Meaning it is at DA discretion to add or subtract competitions.

Q. How often will we practice?

A. Competitive teams will practice twice a week. Athletes can expect additional practices as competition season approaches. Friday practices before each competition, and any additional practice the coach feels is absolutely necessary for the team to be able to compete well. All practices are mandatory.

Q. How often will we travel?

A. Travel will depend on the team your athlete(s) is placed on. Teams that are ready can travel up to 3 times per season.

Q. What if we get a bid to The Summit?

A. The top honor for our teams is a bid to The Summit or to Worlds, both in Florida. DA’s ultimate goal is to win a full paid bid. If a team earns a bid to The Summit (fully paid), we will attend. The Summit occurs at the end of the season in April. The cost of this competition and any associated travel is each athlete’s responsibility. Summit Fees per athlete can range between $325-$350. This does not include any travel
costs, hotel or spectator admission fees associated with this event. The travel costs could range from $1000 - $1500 additional to the athlete fee.

Q. How are teams selected?

A. Teams are selected to be the most competitive in each level. Selections are based on maturity and ability, as well as past cheer experience.

Q. Does everyone make a team?

A. We do our best to place every athlete. However, if you have a specific team request that we cannot accommodate, we will place you on the team that we feel is best for the overall competitiveness of the gym.

Q. I have some financial concerns, whom should I speak with?

A. We want competition cheerleading to be accessible to any athlete that wants to participate. Please talk to Teresa Villasenor privately. Your coach cannot advise you on this matter.